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Evolution Stage 3
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More detailed studies of building forms. Exploration of

Reduction is height and scale of apartment buildings to

building types – mews, terrace, mixed use apartment

4/5 storey.

buildings.
Retention of allotments as soft landscape buffer. The
idea of live/work buildings as a transition between

•

Masterplan

•

Building heights

•

Cross section

existing employment uses and new residential.
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Urban Steps and Hard Landscape
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4.2 The Master Plan
The proposed uses are illustrated on Figure 1.
This proposal is for a mixed use, predominantly
residential scheme. The intention is to create a vibrant
mixed use neighbourhood with some small scale retail,
café, employment and live/work studios on site.
The commercial uses are located at key points in the
development.
At the Finedon Road entrance a hotel building creates
a gateway land mark to the scheme.
At the Eastﬁeld Road entrance piazza we locate Café’s
and other small scale commercial uses at ground ﬂoor
14

to create an active urban place. These uses spill on to
the terraces to help animate the street and the public
steps to the landscape parkland.
Live/work studio buildings are located at the Eastern
boundary of the Eastﬁeld Road properties to form a
transition to the existing industrial buildings.

Destination
Urban

Figure 1: Master Plan
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Existing Residential
Mixed Use - Ofﬁce Ground Floor
Proposed Residential
Live Work
Hotel
Lake
Community Space
Mixed Use-Retail Ground Floor
Existing Employment
Allotments
Leap (Local equipped area for play)
Nature Conservation Area
Soft Landscape - Private
Soft Landscape - Public
Public Open Space - Hard Landscape
Public Open Space - Shared Surface
Private Open Space - Hard Landscape
Car Parking - Mill Road Residence
Dense Tree Area
Proposed Planted Trees
Tree Preservation Order (T.P.Os)
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Public / private open space strategy
Figure 2 illustrates the Public/Private open space

The requirement for the careful and intricate design

strategy.

of these spaces is further reinforced by existing
topography and considerable changes of level in these

An important aspect of the design concept is the

locations. This will necessitate the incorporation of

creation of a series of linked spaces that retain where

some terracing, ramping and the use of wide ﬂights

possible important existing features and habitats. This

of steps. In design terms the correct treatment of the

new network of open space will encourage pedestrian

level changes will add further interest and innovation to

movement by allowing people to access to most

these spaces.

parts of the site. There is a variety of hard and soft
landscape forms and experiences.

The levels also provide and important visual dynamic
as they afford views into the central parkland area as

The landscape parkland centered on the former quarry

well as eastwards across the rail tracks and over the

pit forms the central focus of the site. This place is

Ise valley.

at the heart of the scheme with a café and terrace
overlooking the lake.
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It is important for residents in the scheme to also have
private landscape spaces. These vary depending on

Urban squares or pizzas provide a transition of spatial

building type. In the centre of the apartment buildings

form and character from the parkland centre to areas

there is a soft common landscape area. All of the

of proposed built form.

apartments have balconies or roof terraces. The
terrace houses and live/work mews buildings have

These spaces would be predominantly hard surfaced

private back gardens.

with quality materials in neutral colours and would be
embellished with a selected range of:
•

street furniture,

•

lighting and signage,

•

specimen native trees,

•

play structures and areas

•

public art features

The existing allotments are to be retained on the site in
accordance with local planning policy. As an important
local resource it is proposed to improve the allotments
by providing more security in the form of rabbit proof
fencing with gated access available only to allotment
holders, providing speciﬁc parking / servicing areas as
well as a designated water source.

These elements would add to the interest, character
and identity of the new neighbourhood.
Gross SQ.M

Gross SQ.FT

Public Hard Landscape

62656

674429

Public Soft Space

16989

182870

Private Hard Space

22883

246313

Private Soft Landscape

7673

82592

